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Biography

Robert E. MacMaster (1919-2008) was a prominent historian of Russian History and Literature at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and served as Chair of the History section from 1970-1972. He was educated at Harvard Graduate School where he studied the classics of Russian and Germanic literature. Professor MacMaster authored the definitive work on Nikolay Yakovlevich Danilevsky entitled, “Danilevsky: A Russian Totalitarian Philosopher” (1967).

Scope and Content

The Robert E MacMaster Collection, 1919-2008 contains research materials used by Dr. Robert E. MacMaster including extensive notes, research materials, personal notes and personal letters. Research areas focus on Russian history and literature with subjects including Tolstoy, Fyodor Dostoevsky and Nikolay Yakovlevich Danilevsky among other Russian thinkers.

Subjects:
- Danilevsky, Nikolay
- Tolstoy, Leo

Arrangement

This collection is organized into 16 boxes consisting of 3 series as follows:

*Series 1: Notes* (Box 1-10)

- Personal notes, class notes, study notes and notes for manuscripts, articles and reflections.

*Series 2: Research Material* (Box 11-13)

*Series 3: Personal/Miscellaneous Materials* (Box 14-16)
Box Inventory

Box 1-10: Notes (Series 1)

Box 11-13: Research Material (Series 2)

Box 14-16: Personal/Miscellaneous Materials (Series 3)